
What model 99 do I have? 
by Mad Dog 

Well, where do I begin? I guess we’ll start low and work our way up to the last 99 offerings. 

First off is the model 1895, this is an easy one to identify, it will have a serial number under 10.000 
and the pads on the sides of the receiver will be rounded instead of pointed like the model 1899’s 
and 1895’s. The forearm is very slender and rises to the receiver very sharply. Underneath the barrel
you’ll most likely find a J or JM signifying that it was made by John Marlin who built the first 5000
rifles for John Savage.
Now the hard part. We’ll try to get through the early 1899’s without you confusing to much. I’ll 
have to explain the transitional rifles here as well. The early Savage rifles were never given a 
lettered model designation, they were put into this system to try to put an understanding in what you
have later on in production. If you ever get a chance to go through a vintage 1900 Savage catalog 
you’ll notice there are no model designations but are discerned by barrel lengths and wood 
differences. 

The 1899A, the most common of all the 1899’s, it’s 26” round barrel was accented buy a crescent 
butt plate (special order stocks were also available but for sanity’s sake we’ll go with the average) 
and pointed pads on the side of the stock, these pointed pads were common on all the 1899’s and 
99’s except for some of the later model H’s. They were the basic package, nothing fancy or different
from normal guns of the day. The common sight was a Rocky Mountain front sight which mostly all
the 1899’s were wearing back then, the rear sight on the 1899A was a Rocky Mountain sporting 
rear, some were just a notch and others had a sliding notch with a small set screw beside it. 

The 1899B and 1899C, these two rifle were the same as the 1899A only the barrel configurations 
were changed. Both had the 26” barrel as the A but the 1899B had an octagon barrel (full length) 
and the 1899C had a half octagon and half round barrel. Believe it or not, from my data, the 
1899C’s were more commonly found than the 1899B’s. 

1899D’s, if your lucky enough to own one I’m sure you know what you have. The D was Savages 
military type musket. The model 1895 was also made in this configuration and about the only 
1899D’s you may find are the Montreal Home Guard that Savage made a total of 827 and shipped 
them to Quebec during WWII. Most will be in the 1914-1915 area of manufacture and will have a 
serial number in 162XXX-173XXX range. The giveaway on most of these are the full length 
stocks, the forearms also wrapped around the tops of the barrel and went about ¾ of the way down 
the barrel. They featured flip up military style rear sights and wore a carbine butt stock with it’s 
rack number stamped on top of the butt plate. 

The 1899F should not be confused with the 99F. The early 1899F’s were completely different from 
it’s later namesakes. First off the 1899F was a carbine, fitted with a carbine stock and a 20” standard
weight barrel. The giveaway on these is the saddle ring on the right hand side of the receiver. 
Sometimes these days though a person will have one and not even know it because the ring and 
saddle were lost during it’s life and all that will be left is two holes where the staple was originally 
peened into the receiver. 

The 1899H, also a carbine model with a 20” barrel but the barrel was light weight and the butt stock
was normally a shotgun type butt. Some had hard rubber plates and some wore the regular steel 
plate. This was a model that you would usually find in a “take down” configuration and most of the 
22 H.P.’s people find these days are in this model of 1899. Although a number of them were made 
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in 303 and 30-30 without the TD feature. Now here’s where we get into the transition rifles. This is 
going to confuse a few people about what they’ve got. The 1899H and the early model 99F are 
almost identical, the only thing we can go by on what model it is will be the serial number, even 
though the two rifles overlap each other. Most of the 1899H’s will have a serial number under 
200,000 except for a bunch of the 22H.P.’s which went up into the 220,000’s, thus puzzling us if we
have an early 99F under 220,000. Also, both of the models may have been stamped with “Savage 
1899” on the top of the barrel. Dating your rifle will make a big difference here, if it’s older than 
1921 your more than likely holding an early model 99F, under that would be the 1899H. Same goes 
for the model 1899A in T/D and the early model 99B, both identical guns but dating them or 
lettering the gun will be the key point in discovering what model you have. Some of the early 
1899H’s came with a rear sight called the 21B, it will have a small disk on the front of the sight and 
is a dead giveaway that you have an 1899H, the 1899F’s also used this rear sight but the saddle ring 
means it’s an 1899F. 

Off we go now into the model 99’s. The early 99 models are very hard to find except for the 99F’s 
and 99G’s. The early model 99B’s, C’s, D’s and E’s are a very rare find. 

We’ll start with the model 99B, although the earlier 99B’s are twins to the 1899A T/D’s they later 
were made with a 24” barrel, crescent butt plate and a ramped front sight. This made it very much 
easier to tell a 99B from the 1899A T/D. All 99B’s were a T/D model and were only offered in 303 
Savage, 30-30 and 300 Sav. 

Next is the 99C, It was only produced for 4 or 5 years and it’s model identifiers will be a serial 
number between 238,000 and 290,000. It will have a 22” barrel and looks something like an 1899A 
Saddle gun. These rifles were the last of the Savage rifles made with standard weight barrels. The 
303 Sav and 30-30 were the only two chamberings for this rifle with a 22” barrel, the 300 Sav was 
available but had a 24” barrel. It was a solid frame rifle and the T/D feature was not offered. 
Shotgun style butt. 

The 99D is just like the model 99C only it was made in a T/D model only. Both the 99C and the D 
had a dovetailed front sight that fit right into the barrel, this will make a difference when we get into
the early 99E’s. 

The 99E (don’t get these rifles confused with the post 50’s C’s and E’s, two totally different models)
came with a light weight barrel and were solid frames. Serial range was from 238,000-344,000. It 
came with a better offering of calibers than the last two models. The E was supplied in 22 H.P., 30-
30, and 303 Sav with a 20” barrel. The 250-3000 was also available in a 22” barrel and the 300 Sav 
with a 24” barrel. Around 1926 the 20” barrels were dropped and the 22” replaced them. Furnished 
with a shotgun type butt stock. The big difference between the 99E and the previous two rifles was 
that the 99E had a ramp front sight instead of it being dovetailed into the barrel. 

I should make mention that all of these pre-WWII models all wore Schnabel type forearms, whether
they were solid frames or take downs. 

Onto the models F and G. The early model 99F was a straight stocked T/D model which had the 
same barrel configurations as the 99E’s and G’s. Most were not checkered until around 1938. The 
checkering pattern on the 99F had a two pointed fletching sort of pattern which pointed to the rear 
of the receiver and then molded into a single point that ran down the side of the butt stock coming 
to a point at the bottom middle of the butt. This type of checkering pattern was only used on the 
early 99F. The front forearm checkering was the same as the model 99G. 

The model 99G was roughly the same as the early 99F only it was furnished with a pistol grip butt 



instead of the straight grip, checkering was always used on this model and looks very much like a 
model 1899 250-3000 deluxe. It was actually the predecessor of the 99G. The checkering on the 
99G started at the butt’s grip cap and rose curving to the side pad while splitting to each side of it. 
An early model G will have a dovetailed front sight into the barrel and the later ones were switched 
to a ramp front sight. 

The model 99H, a dead giveaway on the 99H is that the early models didn’t have the usual 99 cheek
pads on the butt stocks up until around 1935. Also please note that their was no barrel band on the 
earlier H’s until around 1931. These barrel band carbines are a nice find if you come across one. 
They were made from 1923- 1940 and had a serial range from 220,000- 400,000. They wore a 
carbine type butt up until the last couple years of production when they went to the shotgun type 
butt. You may also find a few of these model 99H’s with a fruitwood set of stocks on it. Unsure why
Savage started to use this type of wood but they were only made for the 99H’s. The wood color will
be a lot lighter than the dark walnut stocks that you find on the rest of the 99’s. 

Moving up, we go to the model R’s and RS’s. These are a common 99 found pretty easily still 
today. They were the most produced model Savage put out. The 99R’s and RS’s were built two 
different ways, the pre-1950 models had a lighter stock set and the double groove on the end of the 
forearm was a tell tale sign of an early R. The model RS was basically the same as the R only it 
came with a select barrel and one of two forms of a tang sight. The early ones came with a Lyman 
SA windage adjustable tang sight up until around 1940 when they started dressing it with a Redfield
model 70LH receiver sight that mounted to the tang holes as well. Checkering on the early R’s and 
RS’s was a bit different as well. Behind the double groove on the forearm was a single point which 
expanded out to two points on the sides and wrapped fully under the forearm. The later R’s had only
a triangle type checkering that did not join underneath. Also the later R had a much more heavier 
stock set than the earlier R’s. The forearm was very wide and then beavertailed back into the 
receiver sharply at the rear of the forearm. Another note on the R’s and RS’s is that most of them 
came with factory sling eyes and some RS’s (including mine) were found with flat bottomed sling 
swivels much like Uncle Mike swivels, these were a factory offering as well. Later on in production
when Savage started to chamber these 1950 era rifles they added the Winchester calibers (308, 358, 
243) and this happened around 1956, the bolts were damascened or jeweled as some people call it. 
Although it is said that these gun were made past the 1,000,000 mark I have yet to come across one 
made after 1959. These guns were made from 1932-1960, a long run. 

The 99EG, although Savage states that the R’s were the most produced 99’s the model 99EG seems 
to be the most common. It is basically the same receiver and 24” barrel with ramp front sight as the 
R and RS. The only difference between the two is that it came with a Schnabel tipped forearm much
like the older rifles. From what I’ve seen, the model EG’s are the Winchester 94’s of the Savage 
line. If you run into a 99 in 300 Sav it’s most likely going to turn out to be an EG. These guns are 
not at all hard to find and just punching in Savage 99 on a computer will probably bring you to 
countless EG’s. This is one reason that I don’t even own an EG, I don’t like common 99’s, although 
I did once own an EG in 308 which is hard to find in any Winchester caliber. The EG is the most 
used hunting gun in the bush when it comes to the 99, most deer hunters will swear to the end of 
their days that the 99EG in 300 is the deer's worst enemy and some would go so far as to say it’s 
killed more deer than the Win 94. The EG’s forearm checkering is also like the later version R with 
the triangular checkering on both sides. Although rare, salesman's sample have been seen in this 
model and came with a roll stamp on the side of the receiver and factory sling eyes. 

The 99F (later version) is not at all like the earlier version that we spoke of. The 99F late version 
stands for “featherlight”, it is a very lightweight rifle and I find it kicks like a mule but I’d never 
leave mine at home. If you are trying to find out what model you have and it’s an F simply look on 
the right hand side of the barrel and you’ll find 99F stamped on it. Another basic sign of an F is the 



sight boss, a sight boss is kind of a hump in the barrel where the company had to beef it up so they 
could dovetail the barrel for the rear sight. If they didn’t do this the rear sight would have cut right 
into the barrel itself due to it’s small diameter for dropping more weight from the guns total. A 99F 
will have a rounded tip on the forearm with checkering that runs all the way underneath it and to the
other side. Later on in production the F’s were press checkered along with a lot of the other post one
million serial numbered rifles. Press checkering is frowned upon by 99 owners as they aren’t as nice
as the cut checkered rifles from the pre-mil era. Although, the press checkered rifles still make very 
nice hunting guns in any model. 

The 99T, doubtful that you will have one of these but I have been surprised by some of the members
here at what they come up with and not even know what they have. The 99T is one of the most 
hardest 99’s to come across, the were only made for 5 years and even then they were competing 
with the more common 99’s on the assembly line. Not many of these were made and the most 
common caliber is the 300 Savage in them. I have seen them in 30-30 and 303 Sav but have never 
crossed paths with one in 22 H.P or a 250-3000. The giveaway on a T is that the stock and forearm 
are beefier than the regular models (R’s excluded) and the checkering on the forearm starts at the 
rear of the fore stock and runs all the way to the front on both sides which covers most of the 
forearm, 2 points on either end of it and wraps underneath as well. 

The model DL is mainly the same as the later version F with the sight boss. The difference here is 
that it will have a Monte Carlo style rear stock. Most DL’s for some reason have model M stamped 
on them, I’m guessing this means the Monte Carlo stock. It also came factory with sling studs. 
These were all post million serialed guns and most were press checkered although cut checkering 
was used on them from 1960 – 65. 

The 99C’s. These guns are not hard to get a model designation on at all. Just have a look at it, is it 
magazine fed? Yes? Then you have a model C, the C stood for clip although that was a mistake as 
most of you know it’s called a magazine not a clip. The only other mag fed model was the model 
CD which was the same gun only it was a deluxe version with a Monte Carlo stock and a giveaway 
on these would be the white line spacer between the butt plate and the butt stock. 

The model 99E, the “economy” version of the 99. Some came with birch stock sets which in my 
eyes made them very ugly guns. The gun did not come equipped with a cartridge counter like all the
other models did and it had no checkering. Also the 99E was never changed over to the tang safety 
after the one million mark like the rest as well. It still wore it’s lever type safety right up to the day 
it was discontinued. Now most E’s are in the post million serial range but a few I have seen had 
been made in 1959 and came with the counter on the side. Some were even seen with Schnabel 
forearms. These are the guns a lot of 99 lovers buy if they want to have a winter project, the y are 
cheap guns to find and you don’t feel bad about destroying any collector value by working one over
into something you want more. A lot of 99E’s in 308 are bought for rechambering into 358 for 
instance. 

The last of the Savage 99 models are the model A’s and the Brush Guns. These guns came in hard to
find calibers. The model A’s came in 243, 250, 300 Sav, 308 and the hard to find 375 Win. The 375 
was only produced in this model for 2 years so finding one is a chore. It came with a straight grip 
butt and a Schnabel forearm, the stock and forearm were not checkered on this model and they were
in the A series serial range. The brush guns were the same except the forearms were rounder and 
had a deep finger groove running along side of it. The Brush Guns only came in 358 and 375 Win, 
the 375 only being made in this model for 1 year. 

Well I could go on and on about model designations but I tried to sum it up as easiest as possible 
and give you a head start on what your holding. Hopefully you have found the model you have now 



and don’t need any other assistance if that was all you were after but please, if you have any other 
questions or think you have something different from what I have explained, get a hold of me here 
at the site and I’ll give you a hand and see what were dealing with, it could be a special order rifle 
which I did not cover because it would take way to long to get into them. Thanks and good luck.

If you are still confused about your model or can't find it maybe some pictures will help you out 
more, please check out Les's site and click on the pictures section to view model 99 designations.
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Info on 1899's*:
Note: "Model 1899" marked on barrel.

Model Barrel Buttstock Buttplate Forearm Front sights

1899A Round,  26"
Straight grip, 
early with "Perch 
Belly"

Steel rifle butt Curved, schnoble 
tip

Knife edge 
dovetail 

1899A short rifle 
or saddle gun Round 22" Straight grip Steel shotgun butt Curved, schnoble 

tip
Knife edge 
dovetail 

1899B Octagonal,  26" Straight grip with 
"Perch Belly" Steel rifle butt Curved, schnoble 

tip
Knife edge 
dovetail 

1899C Half round, half 
octagon,  26"

Straight grip with 
"Perch Belly" Steel rifle butt Curved, schnoble 

tip
Knife edge 
dovetail 

1899D military 
rifle Round 28" Straight grip Steel musket Full length Post with blade

1899F carbine w/ 
saddle ring Round 20" Straight grip Steel carbine

Early: straight w/ 
barrel band Late: 
schnoble tip

Post or knife edge 
dovetail

1899 CD
Round, octagon, 
or half octagon, 
half round,  26"

Pistol grip w/ 
checkering

Steel or rubber 
shotgun butt

Straight, schnoble 
tip w/ checkering

Knife edge 
dovetail 

1899H
Lightweight 
round, highly 
tapered, 20"

Straight grip Rubber shotgun 
butt

Straight, schnoble 
tip

Blade in integral 
base

1899 .250-3000 Round 22" 
takedown

Pistol grip "Perch 
Belly" w/ 
checkering

Steel shotgun butt Straight, schnoble 
tip w/ checkering

Blade in integral 
base

Info on early 99's*:
Note: "Model 99" marked on the top of the frame ring.  Some "transition" models have "Model 1899" marked on the top of the frame ring.

Model Barrel Buttstock Buttplate Forearm Front sights

99A Tapered 24" Straight grip Steel rifle butt Curved, schnoble 
tip

Bead or blade in 
raised ramp

99B

Standard 26" and 
tapered 24" 
takedown w/ full 
tread 

Straight grip Steel rifle butt Curved, schnoble 
tip

Blade in dovetail 
or raised ramp 

99C Standard 22" & 
24"

Straight grip Steel shotgun butt Curved, schnoble 
tip

Bead in dovetail
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99D
Standard 22" & 
24" takedown w/ 
full tread 

Straight grip Steel shotgun butt Curved, schnoble 
tip Bead in dovetail

99E

Lightweight 20", 
22", & 24" or 
featherweight 22" 
& 24"

Straight grip Steel shotgun butt Straight, schnoble 
tip

Bead in integral 
base on 
lightweight or 
raised ramp on 
featherweight

99F

Lightweight 20", 
22", & 24" or 
featherweight 22" 
& 24"  both in 
takedown

Straight grip some 
with checkering Steel shotgun butt Straight, schnoble 

tip

Bead in integral 
base on 
lightweight or 
raised ramp on 
featherweight

99G

Lightweight 20", 
22", & 24" 
takedown w/ full 
treads

Pistol grip w/ 
checkering Steel shotgun butt Straight, schnoble 

tip w/ checkering

Bead in integral 
base or raised 
ramp

99H Medium 20" Straight grip Steel carbine Straight round tip Blade in dovetail 
or raised ramp

99R Medium 22" & 24" Pistol grip w/ 
checkering Steel shotgun butt Straight round tip Bead in raised 

ramp

99EG Medium 22" & 24" Pistol grip w/ or 
w/o checkering Steel shotgun butt

Straight, schnoble 
tip w/  or w/o 
checkering

Bead in raised 
ramp

99T Lightweight 20" &
24"

Pistol grip w/ 
checkering Steel shotgun butt Straight round tip 

w/ checkering
Red bead in 
raised ramp

*Keep in mind, never say always!
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